Introduction
One of the main concerns which may restrain the application of robots consists in conceiving a proper method for their accurate control. With this objective, the first difficulty to be faced when dealing with parallel manipulators, i.e., closed chain mechanisms, is that of determining the actual position parameters of their endeffector. These parameters are frequently called operational space variables. Due to the lack of cheap and accurate sensory systems that allow the direct measurement of those quantities, their estimation is often performed indirectly upon having measured the so-called joint space variables which describe the relative location between certain links of the mechanism. In fact, it is very cheap and easy to locate sensors on the joints of the manipulator. The indirect estimation of the end-effector position parameters from the knowledge of joint space variables is referred to as direct position analysis ͑DPA͒ and its solution is crucial for the control of the robot. The DPA normally involves nonlinear equations, thus multiple solutions are possible.
Parallel spherical wrists ͑PSWs͒ are well known three-degree of freedom ͑3-dof͒ parallel manipulators used normally as orientating devices. PSWs comprise a movable platform ͑end-effector͒ connected to a fixed base by means of independent kinematic chains ͑legs͒. Both number and topology of the legs can be different. Three actuated pairs allow the platform to perform a 3-dof motion of pure rotation.
The DPA of PSWs has attracted great attention. Many studies ͓1-10͔ have addressed the problem for different manipulator architectures. They showed that the DPA of these mechanisms can be solved in echelon form ͑that means to find all possible solutions of the DPA, i.e., all possible orientations of the platform with respect to the base͒ once three joint space variables, related to non-idle pairs and usually matching the actuated ones, are known.
However, echelon-form based algorithms are not well suited for real-time applications and, in particular, when only the actual configuration of the mechanism ͑and, in particular, the actual pose of the platform͒ is of interest. In fact these methods, although providing all the possible solutions, are computationally expensive and rather sensitive, thus inaccurate, to measurement errors. For these reasons different algorithms have to be devised. The aim of this paper is to present a novel method for solving in real-time the DPA of general PSWs.
The algorithm we propose here may belong to the family of methods known in the literature as "extra-sensor approaches" ͓11͔. These methods rely on redundant information with respect to those strictly necessary for solving the kinematic closure equations of the mechanism. Indeed, in addition to the sensors placed on the actuated joints, these approaches require additional sensors to be placed on some non-actuated and non-idle pairs so as to obtain further data with the purpose of allowing the computation of only the actual pose of the platform on one side, and, on the other, of providing faster and more accurate calculations of the DPA.
It is worth mentioning that apart from computational and accuracy issues, the addition of more sensors may also be justified by the possibility that they offer for the auto-calibration of the robot, fault tolerance approaches and so on. However, such a hardware redundancy implies increased costs and the need to calibrate and operate a more complex sensor system. Thus, in a real application the effective number of sensors to be added comes as a compromise.
Since, as said, in this paper we are mainly concerned with the real-time determination of the end-effector pose of PSWs, here the use of extra sensors is mainly aimed at either adding extra equations to the PSW closure equation system or at simplifying the existing ones in such a way that the system admits only one physically meaningful solution. In addition, the extra sensors are placed in order to obtain such a solution explicitly so as to reduce the required computational burden and therefore leading to a fast algorithm.
Of course, the minimum number of extra sensors and their location depend on the manipulator architecture. Since the pose of a rigid body is completely defined once the location of at least two linearly independent vectors attached to the body is known, and since the platform of a spherical manipulator has a point ͑the pole of the spherical motion͒ fixed with respect to the base ͑and thus only the location of two further points of the platform has to be found in order to uniquely determine the orientation of the wrist͒, an upper threshold of this minimum can be obtained by determining how many variables of motion have to be known in order to solve, independently, the direct position analysis of two legs of the manipulator ͑the kinematics of each leg is considered independent even if the legs belong to the same closed chain wrist mechanism͒. Note that, due to this independency constraint, this is a sufficient condition, not a necessary one. So, less sensors may be effectively required if one considers the legs as part of the same wrist mechanism.
From the algorithmic point of view, the polar decomposition ͑PD͒ of a matrix is used to remedy for round-off and measurement errors. In addition, the method inherently possesses least-squares features. Thus, redundancy of the information ͑measured positions of more than two platform points͒ decreases the sensitivity of the resolving scheme. Indeed, measurement errors can be smoothed, thus gaining accuracy of the DPA estimate.
In order to make the presentation of the algorithm that is proposed in this paper more compact and clearer, and without losing generality, we refer ͑especially for the case study in Secs. 4 and 5͒ to a spherical wrist of type 3͑UPS͒-S ͑here U, P, and S are for universal, prismatic, and spherical joint, respectively͒.
The 3͑UPS͒-S fully parallel wrist architecture ͑Fig. 1͒ comprises a fixed base ͑B 1 B 2 B 3 ͒ connected through a spherical joint centered at point G to a mobile platform ͑P 1 P 2 P 3 ͒. The latter is driven by means of three legs P i B i , i =1,2,3, of type UPS, with variable length l i = ʈP i − B i ʈ, controlled by actuated prismatic pairs, which are connected to the base and to the platform by universal joints centered at point B i and spherical pairs centered at point P i , respectively. Each leg is instrumented by a sensor that measures its length. In this context, the leg lengths are taken as joint space variables.
The echelon form solution of the DPA of the 3͑UPS͒-S fully parallel spherical wrist ͓7,8͔ shows that eight poses of the platform with respect to the base can be found once the three lengths l i are given.
Previous extra-sensor based algorithms which solve the DPA of 3͑UPS͒-S can be found in ͓12,13͔. These papers showed that the placement of only one extra sensor in addition to the three sensors embedded in the leg servosystem enables the actual pose of the spherical wrist to be uniquely computed. However, these methods are subjected to problems of efficiency and accuracy which suggest placing more sensors than strictly necessary. In the case of the 3͑UPS͒-S manipulator and in accordance with the criterion established before, the algorithm presented here would strictly require the addition of two extra sensors ͑one sensor per leg, for two legs͒. However, in order to exploit the inherent least-squares features of the method, we decided to place a total of three extra sensors ͑one for each leg of the manipulator͒.
With regard to both the general method and its customization to the 3͑UPS͒-S wrist, proof and simulation results are presented in order to show the efficacy and efficiency of the approach with respect to other techniques in the literature.
2 The Method 2.1 Basics for the Proposed Method: Ideal Case. As mentioned before, in the context of extra-sensor approaches the main concern lies in establishing the sensor layout for which the direct kinematic equations become explicit and linear in the pose parameters. In the case of spherical manipulators, the only unknowns are the components of the Euler angle parameter vector ␣ or, equivalently, the elements of the 3 ϫ 3 rotation matrix R = R͑␣͒. By definition, R is the operator that relates the components of a vector in different reference systems. In particular, given an arbitrary reference frame S b attached to the base, with origin at point O and with axes e 1b , e 2b , and e 3b , and an arbitrary reference frame S p attached to the platform, with origin at point C and with axes e 1p , e 2p , and e 3p , the following well-known relation holds
where w is a vector whose three components measured in S b and in S p are given by the three component vectors ͑arrays͒ b w and p w, respectively.
Equation ͑1͒ is usually employed for finding b w once R and p w are given. However, if the components b w and p w were given, while R were unknown, Eq. ͑1͒ would also provide three scalar equations in the nine components of the rotation matrix R. In the latter context, though the orthonormality constraint of R allows a further six relations in the same unknowns, the problem is still not determined because the nine equations thus obtained are not independent. This indetermination can be understood by considering that all the rotation matrices RЈ = R * R such that b w = R * b w ͑or, equivalently, RЉ = RR ** such that p w = R ** p w͒, i.e., rotations about w, equally satisfy Eq. ͑1͒. Thus, in order to uniquely solve the problem we need at least two of the above equations which have to be referred, respectively, to two linearly independent vectors, i.e., w 1 and w 2 . Indeed, among the overall twelve scalar relations we surely can obtain nine independent equations in nine unknowns. However, due to the nature of the aforementioned orthonormality condition of R, six equations among these twelve are non-linear and, therefore, the computation of the solution may not be straightforward. In order to overcome this problem, it is worth considering a further linearly independent vector w 3 such that, disregarding the orthonormality constraint, we can thereby find nine equations which are linear in the nine unknown components of R. Indeed, the following relation holds
where
Then, due to the full rank of b W, i.e., linearly independent vectors, the rotation matrix sought follows as
͑3͒
As for the relaxed orthonormality constraint, in this context it is anyway satisfied. Indeed, by considering
and since . Redistribution subject to ASME license or copyright; see http://www.asme.org/terms/Terms_Use.cfm
the following well-known relationships surely hold R T R = I 3ϫ3 and det͑R͒ = + 1. ͑6͒
Note that for the method to work, i.e., Eq. ͑3͒ to have a meaningful solution, the vector w 3 may be either arbitrarily chosen or defined as w 1 ϫ w 2 . Thus, in essence, the orientation of the wrist can be explicitly, uniquely, and quickly determined once the location of two linear independent vectors, w 1 and w 2 , is known with respect to the platform frame, p w 1 and p w 2 , and the base frame, b w 1 and b w 2 . However, despite this minimal formulation, for reasons which will be clearer in the sequel, from now on we regard the vector w 3 as being arbitrarily chosen.
Basics for the Proposed Method: Real Case.
Up to now the treatment has been pretty straightforward. However, as we will show in this section, problems arise when we skip from ideal considerations to the real implementation of the method.
Assume the vectors w i , i =1,2,3 are fixed to the platform plate. Thus, their component arrays p w i are set constant while the b w i depend on the configuration of the manipulator and have to be determined resorting to measurement data acquired from properly placed sensors together with the geometric parameters of the manipulator.
Unfortunately, these measurements are always affected by noise, and thus, in a real application, the measured vectors w i are available instead of the effective w i . As a consequence, referring to Eq. ͑2͒, the effective matrix b W is replaced by b W = b W + b ⌬W for which the following inequality surely holds
where b W is written as
while matrix b ⌬W is due to measurement errors. Thus, the orthonormality condition expressed by Eq. ͑6͒ is no longer satisfied and, if we apply the same approach outlined in Sec. 2.1 without any modification, we obtain a matrix R such that
which is not orthonormal and differs from R by the amount ⌬R such that
͑9͒
It has to be pointed out that, from a geometric point of view, matrix R may be thought of as an affine transformation that describes a motion in which the platform undergoes not only a rotation but also a deformation, i.e., R may represent a deformation tensor. Indeed, according to Eq. ͑8͒, due to measurement errors, for every rotary motion of the manipulator end-effector, the frame described by w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 modifies not only its orientation but also its shape.
Certainly, the real platform is rigid and, of course, even the estimated one which corresponds to the solution of whatever DPA procedure has to maintain the same form. In order to overcome this issue we may think as follows.
Consider the PD ͓14͔ of R
R = R D ͑10͒
where the matrix R is an orthonormal matrix while D is a symmetric and positive-definite matrix. Then, as for the geometric standpoint, we can say that the PD decomposes the deformation tensor R into the two affine transformations R and D, the former being responsible for a pure rotation ͑it is orthonormal͒ the latter being responsible for a pure deformation ͑it is symmetric and positive-definite͒. Thus, with these premises, we propose to solve the DPA by first dividing the affine transformation R in its rigid R and compliant D parts and then, upon the assumption that the measurement errors are only responsible for the deformations, by choosing the matrix R as the solution.
For ease of notation, the PD-based operator which gives R from R will be indicated hereafter by f PD such that
The idea of choosing R as the solution of the DPA is legitimate since, according to the properties of the PD, in terms of Frobenius norm, R is the nearest orthogonal matrix to R ͓15͔. However, note that this does not guarantee R ϵ R. In fact, this may be true only when the discrepancy ⌬R given according to Eq. ͑9͒ is small as happens for errors related to calculations in finite precision arithmetic, e.g., round-off errors, while this surely does not hold when measurement errors, usually greater in size, are involved.
From the latter consideration it can be understood that the only way of obtaining a more accurate solution through the previously described DPA algorithm consists in lowering the error matrix ⌬R. With this in mind, note that since whatever the kind of sensor, e.g., encoder type, the sensor noise is generally Gaussian ͓16͔, and since the measurement errors belonging to the same sensory system are uncorrelated to each other, a possible approach to render ⌬R as small as possible might consist of using more than the three aforementioned equations collected, in compact form, in Eq. ͑2͒. Indeed, the use of redundant equations together with a leastsquares root approach envisages a more accurate estimate for R.
At first sight, the need for more mathematical relations seems to increase the number of sensors to be placed on the manipulator and therefore it would augment both the hardware complexity and the costs. When these problems are of concern, a more subtle way for achieving a similar result consists of directly writing a further three linearly independent equations of the same type of Eq. ͑1͒, which are related, respectively, to the three vectors w 1 ϫ w 2 , w 2 ϫ w 3 and w 3 ϫ w 1 , i.e., the three vectors obtained by means of the cross product of the previously defined w i . Note that the definition of these vectors is legitimate since, despite the minimal formulation we described in Sec. 2.1, i.e., w 3 equal to w 1 ϫ w 2 , vector w 3 has been chosen independently of w 1 and w 2 .
Thus, instead of Eq. ͑2͒, we obtain the augmented system of equations
from which the estimate R Ј of the real rotation matrix can be determined by means of the generalized inverse matrix Eq. ͑12͒ is a zero ͑almost zero͒ residual least-squares problem and since, according to Eq. ͑12.3͒, p WЈ is very well conditioned, the solution of the least-squares problem through the generalized inverse has, in practice, the same numerical stability as the solution through the orthogonal matrix triangularization. From Eq. ͑13͒, following the same guidelines as in Eq. ͑11͒, the estimated rotation matrix R Ј can be once again extracted by means of the operator f PD , i.e.,
In terms of estimation accuracy, it is worth noting that the resulting augmented matrix p WЈ leads, generally, to a lower condition number with respect to the former p W defined according to Eq. ͑2͒. This might be easily understood if the vectors w i are chosen to be linearly independent. Indeed, in such a case, while p W would be rank deficient, i.e., its condition number would be infinite, conversely the augmented p WЈ would have rank three and thus a better conditioning. As a result, also the accuracy of R Ј may be improved. In fact, if we provide the vectors w i and w j far from being collinear, while on one side, as stated earlier, the condition number may be reduced, on the other, the relative error ʈ⌬͑w i ϫ w j ͒ʈ 2 / ʈw i ϫ w j ʈ 2 remains of the same order as ʈ⌬͑w i ͒ʈ 2 / ʈw i ʈ 2 and ʈ⌬͑w j ͒ʈ 2 / ʈw j ʈ 2 . Here, the operator ʈ · ʈ 2 indicates the 2-norm operator for vectors. It is also worth noting that, due to this augmented formulation, the previously required linear independency between vectors w i can now be relaxed into the condition that seeks the full rank of matrix p WЈ. Note that since the vectors w i are solid with the platform plate, matrix p WЈ and its condition number do not depend on the manipulator configuration.
Comparison With a Method Derived From the Literature
With respect to the procedure outlined in Sec. 2, which hereafter will be named Method 1, an alternative approach for solving the DPA of PSWs may be devised by adapting the algorithm proposed by Baron and Angeles for the General Stewart Platform Manipulator ͑GSPM͒ for such 3-dof manipulators ͓17͔.
In essence, the Baron and Angeles method, here denoted as Method 2, seeks to find the rotation matrix R Ј which, for some n ജ 3, gives a least-squares solution of the system of equations
where the vectors w i and w i have the same meaning as in the previous sections. Proceeding further, upon having chosen these vectors w i to be exactly the same as the ones chosen in Eq. ͑12͒, by using a compact notation this least-squares problem can be formulated like that of seeking for the estimate R Ј of R such that
͑16.2͒
and, of course,
This optimization problem is well known in the field of computational statistics as the orthogonal Procrustes problem ͓14͔ for which the solution R Ј is obtained as
Note that, apart from the operator affecting matrix p WЈ, the solution proposed by Baron and Angeles, i.e., Eq. ͑17͒, has a similar form with respect to the one devised by us and given by Eq. ͑14͒. Indeed, while we made use of the generalized-inverse operator ͑ p WЈ͒ + , Baron and Angeles utilize the transpose operator ͑ p WЈ͒ T . It is worth highlighting that this difference has important consequences on the computation as well as on the accuracy of the DPA procedures. In particular, according to what follows, the method derived from the one proposed by Baron and Angeles suffers from some drawbacks with respect to the one proposed in this paper.
As for the computational efficiency, first recall that according to ͓15͔, in certain contexts like the two DPA procedures we are dealing with, the PD is better solved by means of a properly accelerated quadratically convergent Newton method ͓15,18͔. Moreover, again according to ͓15͔, the rate of convergence of this Newton method is expressed by
where X k represents the current estimate at the kth iteration of the orthonormal matrix Q, which is the general output of the PDbased operator f PD , i.e., generally Q = f PD ͑·͒. Here, the operator ʈ · ʈ 2 indicates the 2-norm operator for matrices. Essentially, Eq. ͑18͒ shows that the number of correct significant figures is approximately doubled at each step of the Newton scheme and, what is more important for us here, it also shows the influence of the initial guess X 0 on the overall computational burden of the scheme. Indeed, once an accuracy threshold has been fixed for ʈX k+1 − Qʈ 2 , for every X 0 , and therefore for every ʈX 0 − Qʈ 2 , we may estimate the number of iterations k required by the Newton method to converge. At this point we have the tools for comparing the two procedures in terms of algorithmic complexity. In particular, since in our method the initial guess 1 X 0 is
while, conversely, in the other it is 2 X 0 , where
then it follows that 1 X 0 is closer to orthogonality, i.e., to R, than 2 X 0 . Of course, this implies that, in the case of Method 1, the PD algorithm will converge in fewer iterations than in Method 2. Indeed, experimental results show that the required number of iterations is 1 when 1 X 0 is chosen as the initial guess, while it is about 3 in the case of 2 X 0 . Skipping on to the accuracy issue, by extrapolation from several experimental results collected by us by means of simulations performed with Matlab, our procedure ͑Method 1͒ generally gives more accurate results than the one derived by the method proposed by Baron and Angeles ͑Method 2͒.
Indeed, a typical case resulting from the application of the two methods for solving the DPA of the 3͑UPS͒-S fully parallel wrist described in Sec. 5 is represented in Fig. 2 . The experimental trajectory is chosen to be the same for the two methods. It is rather wide, i.e., pitch and roll vary between ± / 3 while yaw varies between ±, and it is parametrized by a parameter ranging between 0 and 1, which is recorded on the abscissa axis.
These experimental results may be justified also from a mathematical standpoint. In fact, discarding for ease of notation the primes on all the previously defined quantities, according to the PD, for Method 1 we can write 
while the remaining quantities are constant values, i.e.
Finally, from Eq. ͑32͒ it can be clearly understood how the aforementioned discrepancy between w i and w i originates. Indeed, measurements errors which in real applications are intrinsic in the evaluation of both i and l i , i.e., i and l i , lead to estimating the fictitious base-component arrays P i = b w i instead of the real P i = b w i . Thus, summarizing and according to the more suitable notation introduced in this section, we suggest solving the DPA by computing the estimate R of the manipulator rotation matrix as
͑33.2͒
with P = ͓P 1 P 2 P 3 P 1 ϫ P 2 P 2 ϫ P 3 P 3 ϫ P 1 ͔ ͑33.3͒
and p = ͓p 1 p 2 p 3 p 1 ϫ p 2 p 2 ϫ p 3 p 3 ϫ p 1 ͔ ͑ 33.4͒
Implementation
As for the implementation point of view, the resulting algorithm comprises two parts. Namely, the initialization and the main parts. The initialization has to be performed off-line one time for each manipulator, while the main part is the on-line procedure leading to the solution of the DPA, as sensor data are acquired. The pseudocode for the implementation is:
Given the manipulator, define the two frames S b , i.e., O, e 1b , e 2b , and e 3b , and S p , i.e., C, e 1p , e 2p , and e 3p ; ii. Given the manipulator geometry and the definitions in ͑0.i.͒, according to the formulas derived in Sec. 4, evaluate p i , B i , i i , j i , and k i , for i =1,2,3; iii. Assemble matrix p as in Eq. ͑33.4͒; iv. Evaluate the generalized inverse p + , i.e., Eq. ͑33.2͒.
MAIN ͑on-line calculations͒:
i. Acquire sensor data, i.e. l i and i , for i =1,2,3; ii. Evaluate P i , i.e., Eq. ͑32͒, for i =1,2,3; iii. Assemble matrix P , i.e., Eq. ͑33.3͒; iv. Compute the DPA estimate R , i.e., Eq. ͑33.1͒.
Note that the calculation of the generalized inverse p + which requires a consistent computational burden is to be performed off-line, i.e., at ͑0.iv͒. Thus, when comparing Method 1 versus Method 2, not only is the real-time performance not affected negatively by such a calculation, but it enhances the computation by speeding up of the convergence of the PD algorithm, while, at the same time, increasing the accuracy of the DPA estimate ͑refer to Sec. 3͒.
Performance Evaluation: A Numerical Example
With reference to Fig. 1 , the manipulator we have chosen for the simulations can be described as follows.
Resorting to cylindrical coordinates, the platform vertices, i.e., the centers P i of the spherical joints, are on three coplanar directions, equally distributed at 120°, all intersecting at point C, center of the mobile system S p . The three points have distances p R pi from C given by p R p 1 = 600 mm, p R p 2 = 500 mm, and p R p 3 = 400 mm, respectively.
The spherical joint G coincides with the same center C, i.e., G ϵ C.
As for the base, the centers B i of the universal joints are on three coplanar directions, equally distributed at 120°, all intersecting at point O, center of the fixed system S b . 
Simulation Results: Numerical Efficiency and
Accuracy. In terms of computational cost, the proposed Method 1 requires 82+ n PD · 39 sums/subtractions, 93+ n PD ·78 multiplications/divisions, 1 + n PD · 3 trascendental operations, and 6 trigonometric evaluations, where n PD is the number of iterations required by the PD algorithm implemented according to ͓18͔. Thus, it globally requires 181+ n PD · 117 Flops and 1 + n PD · 3 trascendental operations.
As stated before, the number of iterations required may be estimated by means of error analysis of the PD, i.e., by means of Eq. ͑18͒. However, according to our simulation results, for the manipulator considered in this paper the number of iterations is always n PD = 1 and thus we obtain a total of 298 Flops and 4 trascendental operations. Note that if we used Method 2 which, as said, was derived by means of the general algorithm proposed by Baron and Angeles for the GSPM, due to the higher number of iterations required, i.e., an average of n PD Ϸ 3, we would have needed 532 Flops and 10 trascendental operations.
As for the accuracy, since, as just shown in Fig. 2 , Method 1 usually performs better than Method 2, we decided to compare the former to a further algorithm, that we will call Method 3, which we devised in a recent paper ͓19͔. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 4 . The experimental trajectory is chosen to be the same for the two methods. It is rather wide, i.e., pitch and roll vary between ± / 4 while yaw varies between 0 and , and it is parametrized by a parameter ranging between 0 and 1 which is recorded on the abscissa axis.
The plot shows that a further improvement in terms of the estimated orientation was achieved by Method 1. Indeed, as an average, Method 1 lessens the error by about 20% with respect to Method 3. This, however, is achieved by increasing the computational complexity by about 30%.
Conclusions
This paper has shown a novel procedure for solving the direct position analysis of parallel spherical wrists in real-time. In particular, the procedure finds the actual configuration of the wrist. The method falls under the so-called "extra-sensor approaches" and, in practice, it requires the placement of a proper number of extra sensors in addition to the ones embedded in the leg servosystems. The number and the location of the extra sensors depend on the leg topology. A sufficient condition for determining the minimum number of extra sensors required by the procedure is provided: this number equals the total number of passive joint variables which allow the positions of three points of the platform with respect to the base to be defined.
Making use of the polar decomposition of a matrix and built-in least squares features, the effects of numerical round-off as well as measurement errors on the estimated orientation of the platform can be reduced.
If there is no concern, sensors may be placed in a large number and in multiple locations to further improve accuracy and decrease the sensitivity to sensor noise.
In order to show the effectiveness of the approach and to render the idea more clear, without loss of generality we have applied the method to the 3͑UPS͒-S wrist. In this case, three extra sensors are added in order to uniquely locate three platform points in addition to the known pole of the spherical motion.
A comparison with other methods based on proof and on numerical examples for a 3͑UPS͒-S wrist has been provided that shows the efficacy and the efficiency of the proposed procedure.
